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SHRI BHUPE H GUPTA: You can 
move. I can give the motion. This House on 
this May   Daf ... 

MR. DEP17T    CHAIRMAN:       You 
have already ex »ressed your sentiments and 
I think the  hole House shares your 
sentiments. 

SHRI BHUPE H GUPTA: Therefore, one 
line you can ay: On this May Day this 
House greets he workers of India and the 
working peope all over the world and pays 
its homage I . the memory of martyrs in the 
cause of th I working-class. 

SHRI CHITT v BASU (West Bengal): 
This may be aco pted. 

MR. DEPUT CHAIRMAN: Can I have a 
copy of 1 le resolution or whatever it is? 

SHRI BHUP1 SH    GUPTA:    I shall 
iust write it cleat y. 

SHRI N. R. MUNISWAMY ^Tamil-
Nadu)   :    Is  it p oper to write like that? 

 

SHRI MANi- KGH VARMA: What is it 
? 

MR. DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN:      It is 
not a motion  or   esolution. 

SHRI   MAN   SINGH       VARMA : 
Then, what is it 

MR. DEPUT / CHAIRMAN: lam only 
asking for the words that he has used. I am 
not asking lira to give me a copy of the 
resolution, >ut the words that he has used. 

SHRI N. R. MUNISWAMY: I do not 
think there   s any procedure like this. 

SHRI DAHYABHAI V. PATEL : Ben-gal 
alone does not make the whole country. They 
are speaking all the time. 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is not a 
resolution or any motion. Some hon. Members 
have expressed their views that we should 
greet the working people in India as well as in 
the world and I think most of the Members 
agree with the sentiments. It is not a question 
of passing any resolution or motion. On behalf 
of the House I greet the working people in 
India as well as in the whole world and pay my 
homage to all those people... 

SHRI K. CHANDRASEKHARAN (Kerala)  
:    And the homage of the House. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : As well as 
the homage of this House to all those workers 
who have strived and struggled in the past to 
improve and ameliorate the conditions of the 
working class throughout the world. 

RESOLUTION      RE       CONVENING 
OF  A  NEW   CONSTITUENT 

ASSEMBLY 

SHRI   N. R. MUNISWAMY   (Tami Nadu)   
:    Sir, I beg to move the following Resolution  

"This House is of opinion that in the present 
context of the unprecedented social, political 
and economic changes that have come about in 
the country , during the last two decades and 
more, a new Constituent Assembly be conve-
ned before the next General Elections to effect 
suitable amendments to the various articles of 
the Constitution of India with a view to 
strengthen and preserve the country's integrity, 
sovereignty, unity and neutrality, and to 
achieve the desired results of progress in socia-
lism and democracy, by securing to all citizens 
of India justice, liberty, equality and fraternity; 
and this House further recommends that in 
maknig such amendments, the Constituen 
Assembly shall keep in view in particular: 

(i) fundamental rights keeping law and 
order intact; 

(2) re-orientation of the Centre/State 
relationship with particular reference to 
legislature, judiciary and executive; 
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(3) the powers of the President and the   

Governor      vis-a-vis  the  Prime | 
Minister   ar:d  the   Chief     Minister; [ 

(4) the   official   language of India ! 
and its script; find 

(5) the multiplicity of parties and 
allied matters.". 

Sir, while moving this resolution I am sure I 
am opening up a very sensitive aspect of the 
Constitution. At the outset I have to pay 
respect to our statement and others and jurists 
and experts who flamed our Constitution. They 
have spent more than two or three years in 
framing this Constitution and they must have 
utilised at least hundreds of reams of paper and 
spent sleepless nights; and f'01 days and nights 
they were working in several Committees and 
have produced this Constitution. So it is not so 
easy to throw it away and open the Pandora's 
box and geneiate all kinds of controversies. I 
pay my respects to them. Not that I am 
belittling their efforts. But what I wish to say 
is that out Constitution has come into force at 
the end of November 1949 and in the course of 
these twenty years and more I learn, subject to 
correction, that about 21 amendments have 
been carried out to the Constitution. That 
indicates that there is something wrong 
somewhere, and not only because of the social 
changes but also the economic changes which 
have come into play these amendments have to 
be carried out in the course of 21 year?, round 
about a 1 amendments. This indicates that 
there are still several aspects to be 
reconsidered and several amendments are yet 
to come. 

I wish to c'rcumscribe my observations 
with reference to a limited portion of my 
resolution. When I say that a Constituent 
Assembly has to be convened, I have this in 
mind. The Constituent Assembly that was 
originally constituted was under a restricted 
franchise under the Government of India Act, 
not that we enjoyed adult franchise, and under 
the restricted franchise of the Government of 
India Act the Constituent Assembly Members 
were elected and they framed the Constitution. 
Now the elected Members of both the Houses 
are there. We all know that in case of conflict 
between the two Houses we always go in for a 
joint session. So far as the Constituent 
Assembly which I have got in mind is 
concerned, the two Houses can always meet in 
Ihe Central Hall and appoint a a Committee 
and that     Committee can 

revise the entire Constitution and pick up 
only those articles which need changes in the 
context of the present conditions, not only the 
political situation but also the social and 
economic situations; that Committee can cull 
out those articles alone and produce 
consolidated amendments and suggest them 
to the joint session of both Houses, and then 
they can de passed by Parliament in the usual 
course. That was the object with which I said 
that a Constituent Assembly should be 
convened. I did not thereby mean that we 
must throw away the entire present set-up of 
our Parliament and go in for new Members 
who would constitute the new Constituent 
Assembly. So that was the object with which 
I framed this resolution. 

While framing this I have also to say that 
there are only a few points which I have had in 
mind. The first thing which I have taken up is 
"fundamental rights keeping law and order 
intact". The recent judgment of the Supreme 
Court in Gola-knath case has opened a new 
thought in the legal world as well as in. our 
political and social life as to whether we have 
to go in for an amendment of the Constitution 
so far as the fundamental rights are concerned. 
The suggestion thrown out by the Supreme 
Court was that we have to have a separate 
Constituent Assembly to alter or modify the 
fundamental rights. The fundamental rights as 
enunciated run into 11 or 23 articles, and those 
articles deal with fundamental rights such as 
freedom of speech, freedom to own property, 
freedom of association, freedom of religion, 
and also freedom to get remedy from the I 
court, and other things also. Following them 
there are directive principles. I do not think I 
have got adequate time to go into the entire 
gamut of the Constitution and the various 
provisions contained therein. I can only throw 
out some illustrative suggestions thereby 
allowing other Members to supplement or 
even controvert what I have stated. 

SHRI S. S. MARISWAMY (Tamil Nadu) : 
Do you think that Parliament has got any  
power to amend fundamental 
rights ? 

' SHRI N. R. MUNISVVAMY: I will 
presently answer this question because I 
cannot claim better wisdom than the Supreme 
Court Judges. They have stated in the 
Golaknath case that so far as the fundamental 
rights are concerned the present Parliament   
has no right to amend 
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them. That is the reason why Mr. Nath Pai's 
Bill has com . Still the Bill has not seen the 
light of day, though I happened to be in the 
Joint Committee and I too have given a diss, 
nting note. That is a different aspect al 
ogether. I cannot claim better wisdom thai 
those Judges. I can only bring forwar 1 
before the House the Judges' verdict so far as 
the fundamental rights are concern d. 

This question l.as been agitating the minds 
of people ir our country during the last 
hundred year , and even during the national 
Struggle 1 iev have been insisting upon 
fundamental ights being established. Why? 
Because ii Fritish rule they have been 
interning us, they have been curbing the 
press, and so many other things the Britishers 
were do ig. We have been subjected to 
suppress on in various ways by which they 
could ; rrest all progress. That is the reason 
for its jenesis. It had its genesis in the forces 
that pi rated in the national struggle. I am s. 
yi:ig that fundamental rights are not a n w 
thing wich has come into being. Even ii early 
days this has been agitating the mint's of 
leaders, for the last 150 years. They \ ere able 
to frame them the moment they got  freedom. 

Even before 935 India was not a small 
country. In lia is now a truncated country. 
We had Pakistan then and also Burma. These 
th ee put together formed India before 1935 
Due to various difficulties and so many 0 her 
things Burma, which consists of Buddh it?, 
has gone out. Then we were having Islam 
and Hinduism. Somehow or otlier we had 
partition of our country. I ne'd not repeat the 
events that have contributed towards this. 
Pakistan has gone. Tl at belongs to Muslims. 
Now this is pure and simple India which has 
been truncate 1 i no such a small portion. In 
the earl; days it was a very big continent. 
Even low we call it a subcontinent. Our India 
has got a secular nolicv. I would Ii e 1.0 say 
a few words on the genesis. Here they say: 
"The inclusion of a set of fun Lamental rights 
in India's constitution had ts genesis in the 
forces that operated in 1 le national struggle 
during the British ru ;. With the resort by the 
British executive to such arbitrary acts as 
internment a id deportation without trial and 
curbs 0 f eedom of the press in the early 
decades of the century it became an article of 
faiti with the leaders of the freedom raovemi 
it". That is how the fundamental righs have 
come into being. In 1927 when Shri 
Jawaharlal Nehru was asked to constitu e    a 
Committee just to 

frame what the fundamental rights should be, 
having submitted his report, he says this 
which   you may kindly note: 

"It is obvious that our first care should be 
to have our fundamental rights guaranteed 
in a manner which will not permit their 
withdrawal under any circumstances." 

Therefore, this is in conformity with the 
verdict given by the Spreme Court that this 
ought not to be amended. Now, we are 
attempting to amend the fundamental rights. 
There are various ways. It may be in the form 
of the abolition of the privy purses, it may be 
in the form of the abolition of the rights an 
privileges of the other sections of the people. 
It may be that Mr. Nath Pai's Bill may also 
figure in that, and it may come in various 
other forms also. Analogous to that and 
coming from that, there are the Directive 
Principles of   State    Policy. They say here 
— 

"The formulation of social and economic 
objectives in national constitutions owes its 
origin essentially to the realization that the 
content of political freedom is impaired by 
the absence of social justice, and that 
without adequate protection for social and 
economic rights, coastitutional guarantees 
of what are known as 'classical individual 
liberties' such as the right to equality, 
liberty of person and freedom of speech and 
association may lose much of their signific-
ance." 

This is in essence what I wanted to bring to 
the notice of this House. It has been stated 
that these fundamental rights should not be 
withdrawn. But we are now trying to do that. 
Not only that. There are various other ways in 
which we are thinking of amending the 
Constitution. Instead of doing piece-meal, I 
only suggest that the opinion which I may 
now give by way of my observations and the 
suggestions that might be thrown out by other 
hon. Members may be taken together, 
collected together, and we can see that it is 
done in a very peaceful way, instead of 
having a Constituent Assembly as 
adumbrated in my Resolution. And my 
Resolution, as I have already stated, is of a 
limited purpose. The words 'new Constituent 
Assembly' have been thought of by me. 

The law and order position is very im-
portant so far as the running of the Consti-
tution is concerned. Now, we know thai the 
position of law and order is in the doldrums. 
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When Mr. Chavan  <-ook charge as Defence 
Minister, luckily  the  Chinese   had  with-
drawn. I   thought that he is a lucky man 
because the moment he loo* charge, rightly or 
wrongly,   they had withdrawn,   though some 
portions are yet in   their occupation. But   
unfortunately,   when   he took charge as    
Home     Minister,    what     happened? I 
should say,    he is a very weak Home 
Minister. He is  not  able  to enforce his writ;   
his writ does not even   run   beyond the 
premises of his own   Secretariat. He is in a 
way bewildered. He has been circumscribed 
in  various ways by which he cannot exercise   
his   right.      During   his   period, we see that 
the law and order position is in the  doldrums.  
For example,  there was a good deal   of 
inhibition   when   the UF was ruling West 
Bengal   and he could not do anything. It has 
now come under his hand. Now it is ruled by 
a Governor under his very nose. And even   
now,  we find that he is   not able to enforce 
law and  order there. Unless law and order is 
effectively enforced,   the fundamental   rights 
cannot be  exercised.  And the  Naxalice 
activities are such that they are not confined 
to one place,    they have spread far and wide, 
to every    nook and  corner of entire  India. 
And we do not know whether we will   be 
safe. Tomorrow,  I     do  not know,    even 
your   bungalow  may     be    circumscribed 
and invaded by people.   And you have no 
right and    the police would not come to your 
rescue. That is the position    that is going to 
happen.  If there is any    vacant plot,   they 
will put    up a shed or a hutment,  and you 
have no right. You have no remedy except 
through   the process of law and you have to 
do it through   the process of law. If people do 
not respect law and order, if they have 
developed an   attitude of contempt for law 
and order, it is because we are weak,   we are 
not in   a position to enforce law and order. So 
the basic principle in    the entire running of 
the show-depends upon keeping law and 
order.  If you   want   to   have   fundamental      
rights really, you must have law and order 
intact. Otherwise,     it is impossible for the  
fundamental    rights to be exercised by any-
body. If any of the fundamental  rights are 
invaded, for example,     the freedom     of 
speech,    we cannot go to the court. Even the 
courts are afraid of giving a verdict. They 
take their own   time.   The reason is very  
clear.     They  will be  circumscribed by   
several   conditions   under   which   they 
have to deliver the judgment.   They have to 
see not only to the question   of law but also 
to the social changes,    the political 

changes and the economic changes. When the 
Naxalites have started this trouble, the 
Government itself comes forward and says, no, 
no, it is all due to the socio-economic changes. 
Anything we can take under these things, 
economic changes, social changes, political 
changes. Everything comes under these three. 
We cannot think of anything else. You take any 
problem. It must come within anyone of these 
three items. These are the three pillars. If law 
and order is kept intact, these things could not 
happen. It is not intact. That is the reason why 
people have developed contempt for law and 
order. I need not say much because it will be 
taking much of my time. I am running short of 
time. I have got various other things to say. 

So, I want to suggest that so far as the 
verdict of the Supreme Court is concerned, we 
cannot touch the fundamental rights. Now we 
are thinking of doing it and also thinking of 
amendment of the Constitution. Instead of 
doing it piece-meal year after year, we can cull 
them together and do it at one stroke sitting 
here, even for months together and finish it off. 
In the US they have not had as many 
amendments as we have had. They have fallen 
back in the race with us as regards the amend-
ments of the Constitution. Rightly or wrongly, 
on an average every year we are having one 
amendment of the Constitution. Nowdays it is 
difficult even to have an amendment of the 
Constitution carried with the present political 
sst-up. Therefore, I would say that so far as the 
fundamental rights are concerned, the question 
of their abridgment should be set aside. that 
cannot be taken in'io consideration so far as the 
amendment is concerned. 

As regards the reorientation of the Centre-
State relations with particular reference to the 
Legislature, Judiciary and the Executive, I may 
be permitted to suggest some of the points in a 
very compendious manner so that I can raise 
some of the comments which I have prepared. 
There is a provision in article 263 Constitution 
which refers to the constitution of an Inter-State 
Council. That Inter-State Council has not been 
so far resorted to ever since the Constitution 
has come into existence. We had thought at the 
time of the reorganisation of the States of a 
Zonal Council. This was brought to the notice 
of the then Home Minister, Mr. Pant, also at 
that time and he was not convinced. Article 263 
is a very salient feature;     the      Inter-State  
Council  is   a 
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very important org nisation and I suggest that an 
Inter-S la 2 Council under that article should be s 
t up. It should become the exclusive orgai sa-.ion 
for dealing wiih all maners of comi on interest to 
the State. This body should eplace all other 
bodies and councils at pr sent dealing with such 
issues. 

Of late,   anothi r thing has cropped up. That 
is the Gent e-ilate     trouble.     The States  want  
mor    power.     The   Centre has  a  unitary     c 
>vernment  though it  is federal in    chara* ter,    
and they want to have their own   i n\er. In   the 
context of 'the present troul le   between the  
Centre and the  States,     some  suggestions  
might be taken from h< i. Members and we can 
see whether   they could not be considered to 
solve this probi m The need to eliminate 
political    infiuen e in     the sanction    of 
productive scheme > and loans for the States is 
as much impor mt as in   the case of the grants.  
It is onl    when     a non-political financial    
institu ion    like a wing of the Reserve   Bank       
>r   a  separate   bank     is entrusted with   tl | 
icrutiny of the projects and the issue of f ar,s for 
them   that inter-State bickerings o   complaints 
of partiality on the part of th   Union 
Government can be  eliminated.   ' he   entire      
system      of financial  relation —Plan  and  
non-Plan— requires radical r JI ;anisation. 

The other asp. ct is with   regard to the powers 
of the       'resident,    the Governor, the Prime 
Minis *r and the Chief Minister. In    this 
connect on,   I have to state that so far as the 
pres. nt powers are  concerned, I    do not want 
to say anything because already his positi* n is 
under the supervision of the Supreme   }ojrt.   
Any   observation that I   may  mal 3 might 
possibly prejudice this way or that   'ay. I  
should net do that. I   can only say   hii much.   
About the discretionary powe   of the     
President,   even his   discretion      is    
regulated   discretion, guided discretio i. He 
cannot even    refer to the Supreme Court any    
of the issues referred to  him     because  he  is,     
again, guided by the ( ouncil     of Ministers. 
He has no indepem ent    discretion at all; his 
discreti in    is     guided   discretion. 3 P-M'     
And it has been regulated in such a way as to 
satis y only his own Council of Ministers. Why   
I     said  that   is  that  the five-year  period is 
given as the term  of the President. After the 
President's death    or resignation      during   
his   tenure   the   next President is elei ted for 
five years. I    only 

want that instead of five years it must be 
through a bye-election for the unexpired 
portion of the tenure. What I want is that the 
President's tenure should also run along with 
the tenure of the Government. Now the 
election in case of death or resignation does 
not tally with the general election and it 
tempers with our other things and we have got 
ample time to do any of the methods that can 
be followed in a decent way. That is why it 
should be like that. 

Here I will say a word about the Vice-
President. The Vice-President acts during the 
absence of the President. But here the Vice-
President is the ex-officio Chairman of this 
honourable House, and we see from day to 
day the precarious position, the embarrassing 
situation in which he is placed. He is not able 
to assert his right becaus e as Chairman of 
this House he is put to great embarrassment. 
Therefore, instead of having the Vice-
President as the ex-officio Chairman of this 
House, have another Chairman, pucca 
Chairman to run the whole show. The Vice-
President should not be put in this awkward 
position 

So far as the Governor is concerned, a 
person should not be appointed as Gover 
nor for more than one term. More often 
than not I find a Governor's period 
cither extended or he is reappointed. 
Again, Judges, on retirement, should 
not be appointed as Governors. The 
principle of judicial independence re- 
quires that a retired Judge would not be eligible 
for any office of profit and it is not desirable to 
hold out the prospect of Governorship made 
under any circumstances. The President's, 
discretion in the appointment of Governors 
should not be fettered by the likes and dislikes 
of Chief Ministers of States. While every care 
should be taken to appoint only persons of high 
calibre and free from political partisanship, 
powers should be regulated by the conventions 
suggested by the inter-State body or any other 
suitable body, as I have already suggested, 
which the Government may think fit. 

After the appointment of the Govcmor the 
Chief Minister and other Ministers in the State 
must co-operate with him and the question of 
appointment of the President should not be 
discussed even m private conversation- 

Recent events have made it necessary that 
the powers of the Governor, m relation  to the 
appointment ot the Ohiet 
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A bout their financial requirements, more often 
the States want more money and they even 
overdraw from the Reserve Bank. I want an 
expert Finance Commission to be appointed to 
recast financial relations between the Union and 
the States, and to re-allocate the financial 
resources. With regard to the requirements of the 
Union and the States, steps should be taken to 
amend the Constitution on the basis of the 
recommendations... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You should 
conclude now. 

SHRI N. R.    MUNISWAMY: I    am 
finishing very shortly,   kindly excuse me-As 
regards the   Legislature and the Judiciary,     the  
conflict  be minimised  if the privileges of the 
Legislature were codified-But more often   it is 
said that it could not be codified because it    
might    probably minimise  the  prestige  of the  
Legislature and it would prevent the   
development of conventions.    Therefore, I    do 
not   think these  two objections are valid.    
Judicial validation    enhanced the    prestige of 
the Legislature in    the public eye and non-
codification prevented them from evolving 
convention     contrary     to the     fossilised 
privileges       of the House   of Commons. On    
the other hand,    Sir,   the law may reserve an    
area for the    development of conventions.    
Non-codification        had    a Dsmocle's Sword    
hanging on   the people and the press.    The 
demand for greater autonomy for   States will  
gather momentum   in   the years to come.    
Each State mighj begin to adopt policies in  its 
dealings with    the Centre    analogous   to   
foreign policies of Native   States. 

(Tine bell rings) 

Sir, I may be given five minutes and I am 
done. So far as the official language of India is 
concerned I have to say only this much with 
regard to the States. Official language has 
caused a good deal of controversy even in the 
past. An official language is said to be the 
Rash-trabhasha. I have to say with great res-
pect that not only Hindi is Rashtrabhasha, 
there are several other languages which are all 
put in the same category of Rashtrabhasha. 
Hindi may utmost be called as the Sarkari 
language, but it cannot be called 
Rashtrabhasha. To call it Rashtrabhasha is a 
misnomer. I would only say, Sir, that this 
language has come in for great controversy. 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru    came to the rescue 
of 

[Shri N. R. Muniswamy] Ministers and 
Ministers when there is no majority in the 
Assembly, his power of dissolution, 
prorogation and summoning of the Assembly 
have to be defined by a Constitutional 
amendment or a clearly formulated convention. 
The guide-line on the mariner in which the 
discretionary powers sould be exercised by the 
Governor should be formulated by the Inter-
State Council which I have referred to before-
hand. 

The scope of discretionary powers has to be 
settled by a special Commission of 
Constitutional experts and, if necessary, 
endorsed by an amendment of the Constitution.

The protection of the Central property* 
including the Railways, should not be left to 
the sweetwill of the State Governments and the 
Centre should be entitled to use its military and 
armed police for safeguarding them. When the 
Central Reserve Police was discussed here, 
there was much resentment. I am sorry this was 
a misguided one. 

We have oflate seen legislative conflicts. 
Legislative conflict arises because of conscious 
encroachment, legislative imprecision, drafting 
incompetence or negligence. The State 
Legislatures should keep to their respective 
domain. Drafting departments should be 
manned by experts. Executive conflicts arise in 
the matter of giving directions by the Centre to 
the States in discharging the duties of the 
Centre to protect States against external aggres-
sion and internal disturbances in issuing 
proclamation of Emergency and in exercise of 
the powers of the Governors. 

Sir, in all these matters the President should 
act as a neutral power and in exercise of his 
functions under articles 352, 356, 360 and 365. 
the Governor should act as the agent of the 
Central Government but should act impartially 
as the Head of the State in terms of the 
Constitution- What I refer to is the failure of the 
Constitutional machinery in a State, the 
provision as to Emergency and the effect of the 
failure of the States to comply with the 
direction of the Centre. These are the things 
which I referred to by way of these articles. The 
Governor should act as an agent of the Central 
Government, but should act impartially as the 
Head of the State in terms of the Constitution. 
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he South and said jnless the people from * he 
non-Hindi speaki ng regions also concede •he 
view that Hindi is the official language. 
English will he cou inued side by side as the 
Associate languge. Even the amendment to 
the Official Language Act has not recognised 
this posit an. As a matter of fact, the position 
has worsened. It has put extra burden on tl ; 
non-Hindi speaking people. Not only th I 
official language has to be recast, the sc ipt 
should be Roman instead of Devanai an. I 
know it will create some sort of eart-buming 
to some. Still I take the risl so that it can bring 
every language urn er this category of Roman 
script. TJ erofore, the Roman script should be 
ad< >t(d. 

As regards mul plicity of parties, before 
the Fourth General Election, the single party, 
I le Indian National Congress had been ruling 
both at the Centre and in the S ates. It was 
inevitable in such a context hat there would 
be pressure on the Ce tral and State Go-
vernments which w uld expose to public 
scrutiny the functio ing of "the constituent 
unit and the party i a power at any level. 
Today the position has changed and we all 
know it, a d the position has changed to such 
an extent that it is very difficult even   to rej 
Jate these things. 

The multi-party ystem of democracy has 
now begun to e le ge in a responsible way 
after the Foun i General Election-There must 
be an ai thority to ensure that there is equity 
and air play between the political parties. 1 he 
corollary follows that the President o the 
Union and Governors at the State 1. vel 
willhave hereafter to play a totally d fferent 
role from the one played by then heretofore. 
When a common party ru es at the Centre and 
in the States, the party and the Government 
become \ rtually one. If the party chiefs and tl 
; leaders in Government pull togethei :he 
President and i he Governors are r duced to 
mere constitutional figure-head . But in the 
changed situation of today strssses and strains 
are bound to develi p, no matter what 
measures are taken and what wisdom is 
brought to bear l*tween the Centre and the  
States. 

MR.   DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN:      You 
must wind up    no /. You have already , taken  
a long time. 

SHRI N. R. MUMSWAMY: I wanted to 
say that the multi-party system  should I 

be abandoned because there is no alternative 
Government to which we can look for. A 
minority Government is ruling the country 
now. Because it is a minority Government, it 
will have to depend upon other parties for 
support and help... 

MR- DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You must 
finish now. Only the last sentence now. 

SHRI N. R. MUNISWAMY: Instead of 
having a hundred parties, it is better to have 
only two or chree major pai ties. When there 
are so many parties, when the Government is 
in minority, even the President is not in a 
position to call for a new leader. That is the 
trouble now. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please 
finish. Please sit down.    That is enough 

SHRI N. R. MUNISWAMY: I am only 
saying that this multi-party system is of no 
use. Lastly, Sir, I will be failing in my duty if 
I do not pay my tributes to those great 
statesmen who had framed this Constitution 
for the wisdom and toresight they had shown 
for the future of our country, but the politician 
look to the   next election. Thank you. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI (Delhi) Sir 
I   move — ' ' 

new Constituent Assembly be convened',   
the   words   'a 
Commission on the Constitution be 
constituted' be substituted." 

3- "That in lines 6-19 of the resolution, 
for the words commencing with «a view 
to strengthen with and ending with' 
iart.es and allied matters', the following 
be substituted,   namely : s 

'with   a view __ 
(a) to strengthen the unity and 
integrity of the country, and the 
democratic values enshrined in 
the Constitution ; 

(b) to ensure early implementation 
of the Direct.ve Principles of the 
Constitution and to give effect to 
the solemn resolve made in the 
preamble to the Constitution about 
securing to all citizens justice, 
social, economic and political; and 
(c) to invest our parliamentary 
institutions with a greater measure ot  
political stability'." 

The   questions were Proposed. 
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SHRI     RAM      NIWAS      MIRDHA 
(Rajasthan):   Sir,  we are very  grateful to the 
honourable    Member who has   moved this 
Resolution   for   bringing forward this 
Resolution    before this House not because it 
may result in the establishment of a new 
Constituent,    Assembly,    but that it will 
provide an opportunity    to us to discuss some 
very   basic and fundamental   matters 
connected with   the working of our Consti-
tution.    The    Resolution    says that there 
have been    unprecedented social,  political 
and economic     changes that have  come 
about in   the country   and therefore,   it is 
necessary that a new Constituent Assembly be 
convened to frame a new   Constitution, etc.    
etc.    Well,    Sir,    our    Constitution is a very 
detailed one.   The framers of the Constitution,     
wise  and  able  they were, took    note of all  
the possible    difficulties that  could    arise  
and  then  framed   the Constitution    and its    
various institutions in   a very detailed way. In   
a way that is one of the defects of our  
Constitution also. An   attsmpt was   made to 
cover as  many things as possible and not much 
was left for th•- interpretation   of the   
Constitution and its    consequent      evolution    
looking IO the changed circumstances the 
country would be in  at a particular time.   And 
the rigidity  that w-s imparted into our Consti-
tution   by so many   detailed clauses about so 
many tnings is,   in   a way,   coming   in the 
path   of a proper    evolution    of our 
Constitution    in     consonance  with     our 
present circumstances. One thing that has been 
said a number of times in   this House and 
outside is that our Constitution   had to be 
amended so many    times.       This argument 
is used to show that we do not respect our    
Constitution    and therefore, the Legislature 
has resorted    to amending the Constitution    
in    a very light-hearted way.     Sir, I   would 
like to repudiate this contention   and would 
urge upon   honourable   Members  seriously to 
consider what typj of amendments there have 
been   and why they have been necessitated. It 
is true that we have had twenty  odd 
amendments during the twenty    odd years of   
the exis tence of our    Constitution-    But the 
main reason   why amendments had to be made 
was the failure on  the part of our supreme 
judiciary    in    rising to the occasion    and 
interpreting the   Constitution  in   a proper and  
progressive  way which   would  be  in 
consonance  with     the  land  reforms  and 
other  reforms   that   were     sought   to   be 
brought about through  legislation.., 

 

SHRI MAN SINGH VARMA (Uttar 
Pradesh): They want that they should interpret 
the Constitution according to their wishes. 

SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA: What I 
mean to say is that questions of higher judicial 
interpretation are not questions of juridical 
knowledge or juridical experience, but 
questions of higher judicial interpretation are 
basically connected with     one's socio-
economic outlook... 

SHRI    R.   T.      PARTHASARATHY 
(Tamil Nadu") : Basically connected not with 
the legality or the constitutionality, but only 
with the social progress is that the interpretation 
? 

SHRI   RAM    NIWAS    MIRDHA : I 
would repeat what 1 said in order to make my 
point clear. When questions of higher judicipl 
interpretation of the Constitution are involved, 
what matters mt st is not the judicial erudition 
of the person interpreting, i t, but his personal 
socia 1 ov tlot K ... 

SHRI R. T. PARTHASARATHY : No. 

SHRI   RAM   NIWAS   MIRDHA :   I 
will illustrate it. There have been times when at 
a certain stage of our evolution in this country 
as well as outside certain basic labour laws 
were evolved for say miners working in mines" 
and these laws were regarded as 
unconstitutional. But some time after that in 
America and elsewhere in the world the same 
code was considered to be all right. They said, 
"No, these are all legal and such restrictions 
should be put on the industry and on human 
freedom". What happened during these years ? 
The society had developed in a particular way 
which had thrown out certain problems for 
the.solution of which those laws were enacted 
and the judiciary at that time   interpreted   the   
needs   of 
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the society and tie ends of the law in a 
particular way aiid said, "These labour laws 
are constitu ional and consistent with our 
Gonstit ition." So, the law has been evolving. 
An 1 law and the Gonstituion have to be mad' 
iristruments of social progress in a pea eful 
manner. If this is not accepted, I t tink we are 
in for a lot of trouble. If ou cannot use the law 
and the Const tut ion for the peaceful 
evolution anc p -ogress of the society, it 
means you condone or incite actual violence 
or other extra-judicial means so that the 
society night advance in a parti-1 cular 
direction. What I mean to say is it is not a 
quesfio i of who does it or what he does; these 
imendments were made because of cert iin 
basic land reforms which we, sitting here or 
anyone sitting anywhere, wou' 1 rhink, are the 
basic minimum needs t< reform our society, 
and because the Suf -erne Court said, "No, 
these legislations about land reforms are 
against the Con titution and we strike them 
down"... 

SHRI K. 3HANDRASEKHARAN 
(Kerala): So d< you not think that we should 
adopt ant v pattern, a new method, in the 
matter of 1 iie appointment of judges to the 
Supreme Court and the High Courts ? 

SHRI RAM I IWAS MIRDHA: Well I 
will come to t tat. But since you raised it 
now, I shall ay it right now that the method 
of app >intments of judges has a lot to do wi 
h this type of judicial interpretation. V hat 
are the qualifications of the judges of a High 
Court? You have to be an advocate of ten 
years' Standing and so c a and so forth. But 
so far as the Supreme < !ourt is concerned, 
there is a clause that a distinguished jurist 
could also be appointe*   a Supreme Court 
Judge. 

I would qu 'St ion the Government why they 
have i >t appointed any person under that 
clausi till now. It is only people who have 
risen n a particular profession, legal 
profession, that are appointed. By the time 
they go to the Bench their ideas are 
fossilised, tl-eir contacts have become what 
they are a id it is impossible to expect this 
type of udiciary to give progressive 
interpretati >n of our laws. An eminent 
lawyer s appointed to the High Court, but 
who is an eminent lawyer if you break < own 
the constituents? Either he is a C( -poration 
lawyer who has a big practice or who is a 
lawyer who earns a lot and he can earn only 
from 6—25 R. S./ 0 

people who have money which mean lawyers 
who have connections with a particular class of 
people, rich and super-rich people and this type 
of lawyers is called eminent lawyers because 
only they can afford such lawyers and if they, 
by definition, are regarded as eminent lawyers 
fit to be appointed in the highest tribunals, you 
can imagine what sort of judicial interpretation 
we will have at that level. So we have to 
seriously look into this. All I say is that an 
amendment of the Constitution is not necessary. 
The Constitution, as at present framed, has 
enough guidelines even for the interpretation of 
the Constitution. Our Directive Principles of 
state Policy—ours is a unique Constitution in 
the sense that it has this— arenotjusticeable or 
enfovceable but they are there and act as 
guidelines not only to the legislatures but to the 
judiciary also as to the direction in which the 
Constitution-framers wanted the country to go 
and progress. If a certain class of people or if 
people belonging to a certain group or coterie or 
who have certain association with certain 
people cannot get out of this, it is not the fault 
of the Constitution but the way we have worked 
it. So we should seriously think of people who 
are in tune with the national aspirations. I do not 
say that they should be politicians. They may be 
anyone. So the qualification of judges even as at 
present prescribed, gives us some scope and the 
Government refuse to exercise it. I give one 
example of the distinguished jurist or legal 
expert. Apart from lawyers and judges, they can 
also be appointed to the Supreme Court and 
such people would bring fresh air to the musty 
outlook of our present judges and help in the 
progressive interpretation of our Constitution. 
This is my reply to the charge why we amend 
our Constitution. It is not that we like to amend 
the Constitution which we regard as sacred but 
because the Legislature which represents the 
wish of the people was compelled to do so 
because of the absolutely unresponsive and lack 
of progressive outlook on the part of the judges. 
If they cannot countenance even the basic land 
reforms and cannot regard them as within the 
framework of the Constitution, I do not think 
there can be much hope from a judiciary af that 
nature. In the same context, I would again like 
to expand on the question of judiciary because I 
feel that proper interpretation on the part of the 
judiciary would solve all our problems. The 
society changes and if the changes are taken 
note of a progressive outlook  is adopted by the 
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[Shri Ram Nivvas Mirdha] 
judges and they would inlerpret the Consti-
tution in consonance with the spirit of the 
times. That is what judicial interpretation is, 
any way. Than there is the judiciary and the 
legislature. In that sphere the judiciary is 
trying to exceed its limits and is seeking a 
confrontation with the legislature. I do not 
want to go into the details. We know of so 
many instances. Even the day-to-day 
proceedings of the legislatures, of which we 
are our own masters, a~e sought to be 
questioned in the courts with the result  naf 
needlejs flict is being created between the 
elected representatives in the legislatures and 
the judiciary. This is a most unfortunate de-
velopment and the earlier this is put an end to, 
the better it will be for tho working of the 
Constitution and the progress of our country. 
A healthy outlook is very much necessary on 
our part. In the legislatures we sometimes 
tend to view our privileges in a super 
selfrighteous Way whether it concerns the 
journalists or judges or others. We also have 
to take a realistic view of our rights and 
privileges but on the other hand if the 
judiciary seeks to do this, they will always be 
at a disadvantage compared with the elected 
representatives. To seek a confrontation with 
the elected representatives of the people is 
neither in judiciary's interest nor in the 
interest of the country. Therefore, these 
difficulties as they arise, should be tackled in 
a very wise way and I think wisdom would 
prevail at both ends and no more things about 
this would be necessary and there will be no 
confrontation between the judiciary and the 
legislature. 

Then we really want in this country that 
we should have respect for the judiciary 
because that is one institution which should 
be a balancing factor in the working of our 
political and social system and that throws a 
very great responsibility on the judiciary but 
I am sorry to say that the judiciary, as an 
institution, has not risen up to the occasion. 
They have not come forward to meet the 
problems and the challenges of the country 
and help in its solutions. We see thai: there is 
a lot of arrears in the High Courts. What we 
need is a fresh outlook because their methods 
of working, their dress, their methods, their 
rules, etc. were all framed in the last century 
and they are still sticking to them. That is one 
branch which has not deen reformed, where 
no attempt has been made till now to reform 
the working, procedures and methods and 
that is the judiciary. I   will   give an 
example. 

Take writ petitions. There are thousands of 
them, and almost from all sides of the country 
writ petitions come. If an officer is transferred 
from Delhi, he goes to the High Court and has 
it stopped. If some businessman gets a notice 
for tax, be goes to the High Court and gets a 
stay order and that lies there for years and 
years. So I would make this fervent request that 
these methods of work should be changed; 
otherwise, if the tax collections were to be 
disrupted by such writ petitions, the whole 
system and outlook of people against the 
judiciary would also change. If you want 
respect, they should work in a way which 
would be in consonance with the times and the 
judiciary should not work as a protector of the 
vested interests or the rich people or the status 
quo but it should join in the dynamic process 
that is going on in the country of taking the 
country forward and it has, in its possession 
and wisdom a lot of opportunity of doing that 
and taking the country in the right direction. 

I will end by making a plea that what is 
needed is reform of our judicial system, 
methods of appointment of judges and the 
methods of working or the procedures in the 
High Courts and the subordinate courts.The 
whole matter should be seriously discussed as it 
has never been thought of till now. If our higher 
judiciary and the subordinate courts work in a 
proper way, I do not think the necessity for this 
Resolution or any other Resolution will arise 
because our Constitution says that the judiciary 
will interpret the Constitution and it depends on 
their wisdom as to how they interpret and work 
the Constitution so that they can give a 
progressive outlook to the functioning of the 
Constitution and no amendment is necessary. 
Even if you frame a new Constitution, it may 
have to be changed after a few years because of 
changed circumstances. Nothing is a substitute 
for sagacity and wisdom of the people who are 
working this Constitution. No amendment will 
do the trick. It is we here, outside, in the High 
Court and the Supreme Court who are 
responsible for the working of this Constitution 
and it is only when there is a certain amount of 
sagacity and wisdom in all of us that we can 
make the Constitution work and obviate the 
necessity for any  amendment. 
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SHRI R. T. PARTHASARATHY: Mr. 

Vice Chairman, it is my painful duty to differ 
from the Mover of the Resolution, Mr. 
Muniswamy, as it is equally my painful duty 
to differ from the expressions and ideas of the 
hon. Mr. Ram Niwas Mirdha, who spoke 
from behind the Treasury Benches. The 
Resolution as put forward before the House 
by the hon. Mr. Muniswamy is, according to 
me, historically unwise, constitutionally 
unsound and politically dangerous. I do not 
propose to go into the various details put 
forth by the Mover of the Resolution. As a 
matter of fact, as mentioned by Mr. Ram 
Niwas Mirdha and Mr. Rajnarain, I propose 
to take the broad concept of the Constituent 
Assembly to empi.asise the fact that tie 
Constituent Assembly 01' India which gave to 
us a Republican Constitution has done its job 
exceedingly well and according to me, no 
better Constitution can be found, and it has 
been acknowledged by almost all    the 
greatest    constitutional      experts 

of the world. There can be no doubt about it. 
And 1 would like to take this opportunity of 
paying my humble tribute, however, humble it 
might be, to the framers and founders of our   
Constitution. 

Sir, a little while ago, I said that I would like 
to deal with the broad concept of the entire issue 
of the Constituent Assembly. My learned friend, 
sitting on my own bench, put forth the demand 
that a new Constituent Assembly should be 
convened to work out another Constitution, if 
not wholly, but at least in the five parts which 
he has enunciated in his Resolution. May I take 
your mind and also the minds of the hon. 
Members of this hon. House to the case of 
France ? In a space of three hundred years, 
France constituted five Constituent Assemblies 
and one by one, from the First Republic to the 
Fifth Republic, it changed its Constitution every 
time, and there was no stability in the political 
field in France as a result of it. Take the case of 
Germany also. There was the first Reich and the 
second and on to the fifth Reich, and five 
constitutions were framed by the different 
Constituent Assemblies and with what result? 
We all know how the last one was over-run by 
Hitler and his men, and even there, how 
Germany suffered, if not through three hundred 
years, but in a much shorter, time—it may  be 
150  or 180 years. 

Sir, the success of a Constitution very much 
depended upon the foundations laid down by 
the Constitution-makers. May I also invite your 
attention that the American Constitution even 
today is functioning as well as any other Consti-
tution in the democratic world? People might 
complain that there had to be 23 amendments. 
And my learned friend, Mr. Ram Niwas 
Mirdha, substantiated the case that in every case 
a ceitain amendment was formulated out of 
necessity as the Supreme Court set aside a 
particular piece of legislation. And it was in the 
course of thinking that we found that we could 
make suitable amendments considering the 
political situation provided we did not basically 
affect or endanger the basic principles of the 
Constitution or the policy that the Constitution    
envisaged. 

So, Sir, I say that there is no case which the 
hon. Mover of the Resolution has made for 
bringing into existence another Constituent 
Assembly. And if we had the powers—and I   
feel that we have 
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no powers under the Constitution to con vene a 
new Const tuent Assembly—to bring forward 
one, w< aid it give a Constitution that is 
acceptabl  to India ? Will it be a better one tha 
the one under which we are now working ! 1 
have my own doubts and I am sm : many of the 
eminent constitutional e> >ei ts would agree 
with me when I say tha it would be impossible 
to produce funda nentally a better Constitution 
than tht one which we have given unto 
ourselves a >.d which we have worked right 
through 20 years. There is another aspect of the 
v* 10 e question. Would it also be possible that 
we will stick to the democratic pre; nble, to the 
democratic principles of tie Constitution ? If 
we have the power o elect a new Constituent 
Assembly. . . the e is also the possibility that a 
Constitut n> based on dictatorship might come 
in to vi ich I would never subscribe, come wh< 
may. I would oppose it from whichev! q uirter. 
it might come because I am wedded to 
democracy. That is why a evt Constituent 
Assembly should never be hought of. I would 
only invite your fatten k>a to a famous 
sentence by that great ma ., whom we all call 
the Father of the C institution, Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar. I ai c nly reading from an extract 
from Di Ambedkar's speech on the Draft 
Consti ution in the Constituent Assembly on 
No ember 4, 1948. Moving the Resolution,    ie 
said : 

"I feel that th C mstitution is workable, it is 
flexible ai I it is strong enough to hold the 
count y together both in peace time and in 
w; r time. Indeed, if I may say so, if thin rs 
go wrong under the new Constitut m. the 
reason will not be that we had a bad 
Constitution. What we will have to say is 
that Man was vile". 

That goes a Ion ; way to substantiate my point. 

I agree that certain changes have to be 
effected in 01 r Constitution. I entirely agree 
with sor e of the Members, including the mov 
;r, that there are certain things which sh wild 
be thought of that would not basii ally change 
the Constitution but wo k out the Constitution, 
bringing forwarc certain legislations and 
certain amendi ients to align ourselves with the 
progre nve trend in the country. I do not objec 
to that. All that we shou'd do should be within 
the four corners of the Constitution. Let us put 
the question to  ourselves.  Have we utilised 
the various 
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[Shri R. T. Parthasarathy] national interest, 
to safeguard the national unity and integrity. 
It is our prime duty that we should invoke the 
provisions and the powers of the Constitution 
to protect the national interest. We have not 
done it and when we have failed to invoke the 
provisions of the Constitution, what is the use 
of finding fault with the Constitution ? I 
personally feel, Sir, that the time has come 
when a high power Committee of 
Constitutional experts should be summoned 
by the two Houses of Parliament. It should be 
a very small body. They must be asked to sit, 
and they can even record evidence of 
Members of both the Houses of Parliament, 
Jurists and lawyers among others people in 
other walks of life and find out what are the 
loopholes in the Constitution, how we can 
plug those loopholes within the four corners 
of the Constitution or make effective changes 
in the Constitution and ultimately deliver the 
goods to the people of India. If an expert 
Constitution Committee could be formed, I 
am sure it will, in essence and in purpose, 
satisfy all the requirements which my friend, 
the mover of the Resolution  wanted us to do 
this tfternoon. 

Sir, as I was dealii.g with the emergency 
provisions, I was saying that the prime factor 
should be to protect national sovereignty and 
also the intergity of the whole nation. Here 
again, I would like to emphasise, not in my 
own words but in the words of that great man, 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, in a few-sentences to 
substantiate my argument that we have failed 
miserably in standing by India, in stand'ng by 
the nation; we have been only encouraging 
parochialism, regionalism and the like. In the 
course of the Third Reading of the 
Constitution on the 17-11-49 he said: 

"The solution of this problem depends 
upon one's answer to this question which is 
thf crux of the problem. There can be no 
doubt that in the opinion of the vast 
majority of the people, the residual loyalty 
of the citizen in an emergency must be to 
the Centre and not to the constituent States. 
For it is only the Centre which can work 
for a common end and for the general 
interests of the country as a whole. Herein 
lies the justification for giving to the 
Centre certain overriding powers to be 
used in an emergency. And, after all. what 
is the obligation imposed upon the 
constituent States by these emergency 
powers?   No   more 

than this—that in an emergency, they should 
take into consideration alongside their own 
local interests, the opinions and interests of 
the nation as a whole. Only those who have 
not understood the problem, can complain 
against it." 

Today that is the crux of the whole problem. 
Wherever we have failed we tried to put the 
blame squarely and roundly upon others' 
shoulders. What is required is a little self-
introspection. We will have to share that blame, 
every one of us, irrespective of party affiliation. 
In this I would make an appeal that unless and 
until and in the interests of the nation as a 
whole we make the Centre a very strong unit 
with the States as subordinate bodies, we shall 
not be going forward. I am very confident and 
firm in my belief that there is no question of 
partnership between the States and the Centre. 
That the Centre has superior authority can 
never, and must never be questioned. If India is 
to live, I would like to emphasise that this Re-
solution will be politically dangerous if 
accepted by this honourable House, and I 
appeal to you and the hon'ble Members that this 
Resolution will have to be turned down. Thank 
you. 
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SHRI BANKA BEHARY DAS (Orissa): 
Does the honourable Member say that the 
Constitution remains the same even if the 
interpretation  of it ... 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I   do not. 

SHRI BANKA BEHARY DAS: You see, 
from the beginning of the Constitution till the 
Golaknath case the interpretation given by the 
Supreme Court was always that Fundamental 
Rights can be amended by an amendment of the 
Constitution. But the same Supreme Court one 
fine morning now interprets the same Consti-
tution by saying that Fundamental Rights 
cannot be amended. So it will be wrong to say 
the Constitution remains the same, whatever be 
its interpretation. 

SHRI LAL K.    ADVANI:  I    do not 

SHRI BANKA BEHARI DAS: Then the 
interpretation becomes subjective, not 
objective. 

SHRI LAL K.   ADVANI: My   humble 
submission    is that it is wrong to attack the 
judiciary   as a whole . . . 

SHRI BANKA BHARY DAS: I am only 
showing you how the judiciary can give 
contradicting interpretations of the 
Constitution. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: That is entirely  
true . . . 

SHRI K. CHANDRASEKHARAN: The 
honourable Vice-Chairman, while he was 
speaking, did not condemn the judiciary as a 
whole. He only said that if a different mode of 
appointment to the judgeship had been there, a 
different approach to the decision   could have 
been there. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: No, he did not use 
the word "condemn"- He did not use strong 
language, any strong word, in his entire 
speech. 
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suggested and this select committee are 
fundamentally different things. After all, the 
Select Committee can cons.der only the Bill 
that is placed before the House  and   then 

ween parties not between the castes of the 
individuals; he is then compelled to become a 
political being.    Now he is essen- 
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SHRI A. P. CHATTERJfiE (West Bengal) : 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, this Resolution and 
also the speeches on the floor of the House as 
well as the different statements that we have 
been listening to outside the House by public 
bodies as well as by public men are proof of the 
fact that the social conditions are now 
outgrowing the limitations 01 the Constitution. 
Now it is true tht when we attained 
independence in 1947 we attained it of course 
after a tremendous struggle against the British 
imperialists, a tremendous struggle which 
simmered now, perhaps flared up again, then 
went underground and so on. From the first war 
01 independence of 1857 onwards the inde-
pendence struggle went in on the soil of India 
and utlimately just before the British 
Government was compelled to transfer power to 
us. We know how discontent spread once again 
on a larger scale on a more political level 
among the army and the navy and you will 
remember that on that occasion even the 
Gurkhas on whom the British Government 
always relied raised the banner of rebellion; the 
RIN at Bombay harbour raised the banner of 
rebellion; everywhere among the police rorces, 
among the naval ratings, among the soldiers, 
rebellion against the British Government was 
daily gaining ground and intensity. I have to say 
this bluntly that when this revolutionary 
movement was going on and the British 
Government were finding that their palace of 
imperialism was falling around them in bits and 
latters it and they were not being able to keep it 
together then . they naturally wanted to save 
whatever they could save and it is common 
knowledge that at that verv moment when   the   
Indian   struggle 
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for indcpendenci would haverbeen brought to 
its logical    c inclusion,    that is to say 
complete elimin;   h n    of British  rule both 
economic and r jlitical    from India,    we 
found that ther   was a deal    struck between    
certain     leaders of   India and the British    
Govern nent and then    this deal gave rise   to   
t ie    Indian Independence Act of a foreig i    
Parliament,      namely, the British   Pai iaraent.   
Now when   this deal was struck   between  
certain    Indian leaders and the British      
Government for whom   did thes      Indian   
leaders   work? Sir,   I   belong to a party which 
believes in    Marxism     nd Marxism      
teaches us that is we wan' to assess a situation   
that situation   has t i be assessed on   the basis 
of conflict of cl ss forces,     the inter-relation   
between    he class forces and that is the only 
stands d or criterion    by which you have to 
assi ss a situation    objectively. On   the basis 
o  this    Marxist standard of class forces an<    
the inter-relation       between    class fo- ;es we 
have to see that at the moment wl ta   the     
Indian      leaders came to a deal  with   the 
British    Government these In( ian leaders 
were representing    the      na: cent      Indian     
bourgeois of that time,   I ie   Indian     
capitalists of that time. In fi ct,  even before 
1947 when the second wor d   war was going 
on   the Birlas had dra' en    up    that notorious 
or famous Birla pi n.   The  Birlas were trying 
to build up   tl ;ir own   empire and to see how 
tbey  couli   invest money in  different 
industries,     h< «v  to  build  up  industries, 
how to carry     >ut their own  schemes and 
enrich   their rr mopoly interests. That was the 
famous or i 1 famous Birlas plan which was 
there even    long before    1947   when the 
second   w rid war going on.   It was clear that 
whei   the Indian leaders struck the deal    with    
the Birtish    Government the Indian    le-.ders 
were talking on behalf of the monopc y   
interests   of   India who were trying   t    have 
an   India free from political    don nation     
not because they wanted to do  tny good to the  
common-people but bei iuse they   wanted to 
have a field in   wh ch    to roam   about freely 
so that the pe pie could be exploited,   so that 
their   inc istries could grow,   so that their 
riches coi Id grow,  so that they could do all 
these th igs free from   the    shackles of 
imperialisn     which shackles were not only for 
the c moion   people but also for the Indian      
capitalists.    The       Indian capitalists wai ted 
to put off   their   own shackles but they were 
not very  eager that the shackles from    the   
common    people should go.    B it when    the 
shackles were to   go from     hem    politically    
naturally 

the common people also became politically 
independent.    But   then   when   this   deal 
was struck    and    when    these      Indian 
leaders  did  it on     behalf of the  Indian 
bourgeois one thing happened and it is this that 
they   had a   Constitution   made out. You  
know the     Constituent       Assembly began   
its sitting in    1947    or   nearabout it and it 
finished its deliberations in 1949-For    two     
years or more they    sat     in deliberation     on     
what  should  be     the Constitution    of      
India and if we look at the Constitution    a 
little carefully and analyse it,   we will  find in   
it the imprint of the needs of the bourgeois,   
the needs of the Indian     capitalists.   That is 
the hallmark   of the   Indian   Constitution.   
That is why we find there the mark of the 
Indian bourgeois,   its   hesitancy, its militancy 
also. This  Constitution,   while it bears,   on  
the one hand,    the mark    of progressiveness, 
on    the other hand it bears the mark    of 
obscurantism.   If you   go   through      the 
Constitution   and the Chapter relating to 
Fundamental    Rights,   you will   find that 
there are laid down      articles relating to 
fundamental     liability   of being   detained 
without trial.   That also has been put down in   
the Indian      Constitution.   That only shows 
the clay   feet of the   Indian   bourgeois.      
Soon      after   independence   they found 
themselves in   a   situation,   in   an 
atmosphere, in    which they could see im-
mediately    that it would not be possible for 
them to have a smooth development of 
capitalism    as,    foi  example,       England 
saw in   the 19th      century.   They,   therefore,   
hedged the freedoms that they gave to the 
common     people with all kinds of 
restrictions. In    regard to      Fundamental 
Rights,   you see articles    19 and 14. You will   
find that,   on   the one hand,   certain freedoms 
are given,    but   on    the   other hand,    the    
restrictions are there. Where any freedom    has 
been    given,     there is also restriction,     
because     the     Indian bourgeois wanted a     
Constitution   of that kind.    They    wanted a 
free field for exploitation.    Therefore,  they  
strangled the Indian     independence   
movement in   its infancy,   when   the   
independence movement was growing daily      
in    intensity, when   there was the   Royal   
Indian Navy mutiny. 

SHRI MAHITOSH PURAKAYAS-THA 
(Assam) : You were supporting the Pakistani    
invaders. 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE: I know. Sir,    
thmt I   am   provoking them,   but   I 
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[ Shri A. P. Ghatterji, ] cannot help it. 
When the Royal Indian Navy raised its banner 
of rebellion, then Sardar Patel went to Bombay 
and rebuked the ratings saying: "Why are you 
revolting against the British Government ? 
This is absolutely wrong on your part." That is 
how the Indian buourgeois and their leaders 
were looking at the ndian independence 
movement. When the Indian independence 
struggle was going out of their clutches, when 
the Indian independence struggle in its 
acuteness was going out of their reach and the 
bourgeois and their leaders felt that they could 
not sit on the throne in Delhi if the movement 
went beyond their depth, these leaders, 
stabbed the Indian independence movement in 
the back. Then: was a reaction and political 
independence was born in the midst of 
bloodshed, tears and agony which we saw in 
1947 and 1948 during those days of communal 
riots when people killed each other like beasts. 
People forgot that they were human beings 
and they became beasts so to say in different 
parts of India. In this atmosphere the 
bourgeois leaders brought forth this 
Constitution and this Constitution bears the 
hallmark of the betrayal of the Indian people. 
Therefore, we find that the Indian Constitution 
has been, all these twenty years or more than 
that, an instrument of exploitation in the hands 
of the bourgeois, an instrument for the 
exploitation of the people. Now, we find,   for   
example   lamentation... 

SHRI    SHEEL      BHADRA     YAJEE 
(Bihar)   :  You  supported   the  two-nation 
theory. 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE: Let me 
finish. I am coming to that. We find 
lamentations on tbe Treasury Benches 
that the Judges are not behaving properly. 
Now, I am not an apologist for the Judges, 
but I am submitting that the Judges are 
behaving in this fashion, tf e Constitution is 
behaving in this fashion, the law is be 
having in this fashion, because 
you 
yourself in your interests made the Judges 
like thir, made the Constitution like this 
and made the law like this. Therefore, 
the ruling class is now driven with contra 
dictions. They are crying out in the 
midst of contradictions. Are they crying 
foi the people of India and are they 
showing genuine sympathy for the masses ? 
No It is a cry because they are riven 
by contradictions and tf e contradictions 
are.  such   that   they     find  that  they  are 

between two -worlds. One is dead and the 
other is yet to be born. The struggle is 
beginning to make itself felt upon them. They 
are trying to get out of the crisis, but 
capitalism is in such a position that it can 
never come out of the crisis. And in this 
position the question of class relations has 
again come to the fore in 1969 and in 1970 
and it will come to the fore more and more in 
the years to come. What is the position ? The 
position is this that in 1947 the bourgeois 
betrayed the people and got their 
independence and got the Constitution of a 
prticular variety, of a particular type, but now 
the working class is on the march. The 
contradictions and the conflicts between the 
working-class and the bourgeois are so acute, 
now that the acuteness is being felt and it is 
being expressed. 

SHRI MAH1TOSH PRAKAYASHTA: 
What was your party doing in those days? 
What were your party representatives doing 
in   the Constituent   Assembly ? 

SHRI A. P.      CHATTERJEE:    Youcan    
see the record and see what we saidat that 
time.     At that time ours was aunited party    
and our    representative inthe       
Constituent Assembly       saidat that 
time tht that Constitutent Assemblywas a 
bourgeois     Constitutent    Assemblyand it 
was drafting a   Constitution   as 
thebourgeois     wanted   and   in   which   
thebourgeois would  have  the     largest  
shareof benefit. (Time bell-rings) lam 
concluding-Therefore,  the position   has 
come to this.The    Constitution     has now 
become   tosmall  and to rigid.    The  
different classesare now in   struggle.   I    
am   not here togive a solution   in   the way   
in which Mr.Muniswamy   has done. Mr.      
Muniswamyhas again    given a solution    
in    a    waywhich  shows  that he wants  to 
save thebourgeois,        which  is  on    the  
way  out.This    Resolution itself is only an 
evidenceof the desparate situation    in     
which asection  of the bourgeois finds itself 
today.Therefore,   our   suggestion   is this.   
As faras the Constitution is   concerned,   
we havesaid every time and always   that 
this is aConstitution   which is a   capitalist-
oriented 
, p M   one. It is meant to serve the 
capitalist.This  Constitution  of course  is 
on theway out,  but not on the way out 
through aresolution,    not  on the  way  
out through   nConstituent     Assembly     
which        will     beanothej    fake   
Constituent   Assembly      like that 
which   sat   from    1948   to   I.1950-    
A 
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real Constitute: it Assembly is required 
and that real Constituent     Assembly 
can come only I n the crest of a wave of 
popular revolutio i. Of course that popular 
revolution is ct ning. The steps of that 
revolution can >e heard perhaps even in the 
aircondition- d chambers of Rajya Sabha. That 
is /hy my friends here are so restive and I stless. 
But the steps are being heard anc: on the crest 
of that revolution a ree Constituent Assembly 
or the toilers aril the people will arise, and that 
Cons ituent Assemby will give a real d -
mocratic Constitution, a Constitution by virtue 
of which the people will hav< their gains, will 
retain their gains, and .vill know how to 
advance forward to the goal of welfare for all, 
benefit for all. 

ANNOUNCEM INT RE  ALLOCATION 
OF TIME FO I    GOVERNMENT LE-
GISLATIVE \ND OTHER BUSINESS 

THE VIC 5-CHAIRMAN (SHRI RAM 
NIWAS MIRDHA): I have to inform Membei I 
that the Business Advisory Committee at i s 
meeting held today recommended allt cation of 
time for Government Legislat ve and other 
business as follows:— 


